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Preface 

 

In addition to our reports, Indonesia Investments sends updates on key economic, 

political or social developments to our subscribers to make sure that our subscribers 

do not miss out on vital information. Topics in these updates will often be discussed 

in more detail (and in an updated form) in forthcoming monthly reports. 

 

Content in this update is copyright of Van Der Schaar Investments B.V. (all rights 

reserved), except when indicated otherwise (the majority of pictures are obtained 

from Pixabay). Our permission is required by those who seek to publish or distribute 

(parts of) the content in this update (Dutch law applies).1 

 

Disclaimer 

 

Lastly, we would like to emphasize that – although we strive to present accurate, up-

to-date, and objective information in our updates – Indonesia Investments cannot 

guarantee the accuracy of all data and information that is included in this update. 

We also do not intend to provide legal, investment, tax, or accounting advice through 

the contents of this update, and therefore the reader should not perceive this update 

as such. In short: Indonesia Investments cannot be held responsible for decisions 

made based on the content of this update. 

                                                

 
1 CV Indonesia Investments owns the exclusive right to sell and distribute reports/updates of 

Indonesia Investments on the markets in the Asia-Pacific (including Indonesia). 
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- Macroeconomic Indicators - 
 

Trade Balance: As Expected, a Big Decline in 

Indonesian Exports and Imports in April 2023 
 

On 15 May 2023 Indonesia’s Statistical Agency (BPS) released the latest trade data 

of Indonesia. As expected, we saw a heavy decline in Indonesia’s export and import 

performance in April 2023. But, because imports plunged heavier than exports, it 

also meant Indonesia could enjoy a comfortable USD $3.94 billion trade surplus. 

 

The reason why this decline was expected is because Indonesia celebrated Idul Fitri 

(the festivities that mark the end of the Ramadan month) in the third week of April 

2023, a week-long holiday when part of the country’s economic activity (typically) 

comes to a near standstill. 

 

 

 

But, something that is perhaps slightly worrying is that the decline in trade activity 

during this year’s Idul Fitri seems to be much bigger than in other years. This hints 
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at the presence of some economic turmoil (both at home and abroad). And therefore, 

it is certainly worthwhile to take a closer look at Indonesia’s latest trade data to see 

if we can spot more clues. 

 

But before we discuss Indonesia’s April 2023 trade data, let’s first take a quick look 

at global trade to put Indonesia’s trade performance into context. 

 

[...] 

 

This the introduction of the article (29 pages). If you want to buy this article 

(an electronic report, in a PDF file), you can contact us by sending an email to 

info@indonesia-investments.com or a message to +62.882.9875.1125 

(including WhatsApp). 

 

Price of this report: 

Rp 25,000 


